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1 Introduction

The project DIgital X-ray Imaging (DIXI) at the Department of Radiation 
Sciences, Uppsala University, aims at developing a digital detector for medi-
cal imaging. The DIXI detector is a semiconductor pixel detector built in 
hybrid design. The detector takes snapshots during X-ray examinations and 
sends them to a computer, Figure 1.1. The input signal for this detector is the 
2D pattern of X-ray quanta passing through the patient under examination. 
This thesis is devoted to the modeling of the DIXI detector and to the devel-
opment of simulation tools for this purpose. 

X-ray images are based on transmission of quanta through the body, with 
contrast occurring due to variations in thickness and composition of the in-
ternal anatomy. The X-ray transmission pattern in the plane of the imaging 
system can be considered as a continuous variation of the quantum fluence 
(number of X-ray quanta per unit area) with position. 

An analogue imaging detector attempts to reproduce the X-ray transmis-
sion pattern faithfully, for example as variations of optical density on a de-
veloped film emulsion. The profile of an analogue image varies continuously 
in signal intensity as well as in spatial position. 

Figure 1.1 A digital X-ray detector is the image receptor of 2D projection images 
built-up of the X-ray quanta passing through the patient.  
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Analogue screen-film systems are still widely used at radiology departments. 
They have very competitive spatial resolution but low dynamic range, not to 
mention the laborious post-processing that films imply. 

In a digital imaging system, at some stage, the X-ray transmission pattern 
is sampled both in space and intensity. In the spatial dimension, samples are 
obtained as averages of the intensity over picture elements (pixels). In the 
intensity dimension, the signal is binned into a finite number of levels, usu-
ally a power of 2. The value n of this power is designated as the number of 
bits to which the image is digitized. In general, a digital detector absorbs X-
rays and produces an electric signal as output, either directly or indirectly via 
multiple stages. The electric signal can then be assigned numerical, i.e. digi-
tal, values according to its amplitude and these numbers can be stored in a 2-
dimensional array to be displayed as an image on the computer screen. 

Approaches to digital X-ray imaging have been pursued since many years 
and have highlighted the interest in a fully digital radiology department. This 
change from analogue to digital technology in medical imaging have not 
only been driven by advances in the underlying science and technology, but 
also by changes in the needs of health care providers. Today digital image 
receptors are substituting analogue media. The evident advantages of the 
digital concept are immediate availability of the image after the exposure, 
easy use of computer assisted procedures, image-processing tools to analyze 
the image and possibility of implementing picture archiving and communica-
tion systems (PACS). 

The digital X-ray systems commercially available at present mainly con-
sist of Silicon charge coupled devices (CCDs) with or without a scintillating 
layer. Also flat panel imagers (FPI) based on active matrix thin film elec-
tronics have emerged. They typically incorporate an array of hydrogenated 
amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H) thin film transistors (TFT) as pixel switching 
elements and can detect X-rays either directly by means of a photoconduc-
tive layer, or indirectly by means of a scintillator coupled to a photosensitive 
pixel element. For the CCD systems, the disadvantages are the poor optical 
coupling and decreased image resolution because of the scattering of pho-
tons within the scintillator. In the case of FPI’s, the indirect way of detection 
also suffers from scattering that affects system resolution. At very low dose 
rates (common situation in fluoroscopy), the signal-to-noise ratio is still the 
limiting factor for both direct and indirect FPI designs. 

Hybrid pixel technology developed in high-energy physics has not found 
any commercial use yet, but offers great advantages in sensitivity and device 
functionality [1], [2]. In hybrid pixel detectors, a semiconductor sensor is 
used to detect arriving photons and a Silicon-based device is used for the 
readout circuitry. The hybrid technology offers the possibility of optimizing 
both the sensor and readout separately. Thanks to the rapid progress in 
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CMOS1 and nano-technology, individual incoming photons can be processed 
“on the fly” prior to storage and image processing. Multiple measurements 
on single photons (quantum imaging) give multi-dimensional information 
that can be used in further image processing. The potential benefits are sev-
eral: the radiation dose may be reduced, the image quality improved. 

One of the tasks of the DIXI group has been the modeling of the system 
in order to: 1) estimate the potential of the detector for diagnostic radiology, 
evaluating both its performance as an imaging system and the dose reduction 
possibilities; and 2) establish the modeling tools for optimizing the detector 
design according to the particular medical application. 

In Chapter 2 an overview of the main detector concepts used in medical 
X-ray imaging as well as the novel concept of quantum imaging are pre-
sented. The hybrid pixel detector DIXI is described in Chapter 3. 

The problem of modeling the imaging system aiming at an optimization 
analysis can be reduced to the statement “an imaging system must faithfully 
transfer the input image signal to the output”, which leads to the Fourier-
transform linear-system approach. In Chapter 4 the principles of linear-
systems theory as it applies to the analysis of medical imaging systems is 
presented and the physical image quality parameters to characterize the per-
formance of an imaging system are described. 

The computer simulations and the theoretical paths for modeling the DIXI 
detector performance are described in Chapter 5. The conclusions and out-
look are presented in Chapter 6. 

As a result of this work a simulation tool for the DIXI detector is pro-
vided with the possibility of tuning detector features so as to maximize its 
performance. The cascaded theoretical model can be considered generic for 
hybrid detectors and be evaluated for different X-ray inputs, sensor materi-
als, charge diffusion data, pixel sizes and readout chip responses. The theo-
retical model should be regarded as a forecasting tool from which the influ-
ence of each detection stage of the system can be analyzed separately. In this 
sense the power of modeling is that it allows a way of identifying the indi-
vidual stages that limit the system performance and address optimization 
strategies accordingly. 

1 Complementary metal oxide semiconductor. 
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2 Detection concepts in X-ray medical 
imaging

Imaging is based on the physics of interactions between energy and matter. 
Gamma rays are emitted from atomic nuclei. X-rays interact with the inner 
and outer electron shells of atoms. Visible and infrared radiation can only 
give information about the outer electron shell and hence the surface of the 
body. Ultrasonic examinations are based on reflections and refractions of 
high-frequency sound waves on matter of different densities. Magnetic reso-
nance uses magnetic fields and radio waves to create cross-sectional images 
[3]. 

Medical imaging uses several imaging techniques (often termed as mo-
dalities), in general classified into 2D imaging methods and 3D reconstruc-
tion methods. The most important are X-ray imaging, computer tomography 
(CT), positron-emission tomography (PET), nuclear medicine, ultrasound 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). They have their own application 
areas in diagnostics although sometimes the diagnosis of a single health 
problem requires the use of more that one modality. 

PET gives a functional image of the body. Nuclear medicine is primarily 
used to investigate the physiological function of organs. MRI is good at im-
aging soft tissue and also shares with ultrasound the advantage that it does 
not give any harmful X-ray exposure to the patient. Nevertheless, X-ray 
imaging is still the workhorse of the radiology departments, either for dy-
namic real-time imaging as in angiography or for static planar imaging as in 
mammography and chest radiology. 

2.1 Interaction of radiology X-rays with matter 
The first image acquisition step is identical in all X-ray detectors. In order to 
produce a signal, the X-ray quanta must interact with the detector material. 
The interactions of diagnostic X-rays (up to 100 keV) consist of interactions 
with the electron cloud around the atom. With most detector materials, only 
two types of interactions occur; scattering or absorption [4]. The coefficients 
for partial interaction and total attenuation for Si, GaAs and CdZnTe are 
presented in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Diagnostic X-ray mass attenuation coefficients and partial mass interac-
tion coefficients for Si, GaAs and CdZnTe. (NIST data generated with the program 
XCOM2).

In absorption (photoelectric absorption), an X ray photon impinging on an 
atom transfers its energy to an inner (K or L) shell electron of the atom, and 
the electron is ejected from the atom. The kinetic energy of the ejected pho-
toelectron is equal to the incident X-ray photon energy minus the binding 
energy of the electron. The vacancy resulting from the electron ejection is 
filled by an electron from an outer shell (with lower binding energy), leaving 
a vacancy, which in turn is filled by another electron from a shell even fur-
ther away from the nucleus. The surplus energy liberated when an electron 
drops from its outer shell to a shell closer to the nucleus results in emission 
of characteristic radiation and/or Auger electrons. The energy of the charac-
teristic radiation is equal to the difference in binding energies between the 
shells.

In scattering, the X-ray photon interacts with the atom, but then continues 
with an altered direction. In Rayleigh (coherent) scattering, there is no en-
ergy transfer to the atom. The X-ray energy is initially absorbed by the atom, 
but is rapidly re-radiated in an arbitrary direction. In Compton (incoherent) 
scattering, some of the X-ray energy is used to free an outer shell electron, 
and the X-ray continues in an altered direction with a reduced energy. 

2 XCOM 3.1, generator of photon cross-sections database from NIST –National Institute of 
Standards and Technology. 
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Since virtually all X-ray sources for radiology are poly-energetic, and there-
fore emit X-rays over a spectrum of energies, the energy-related quantities, 
such as quantum efficiency, must be either specified at each of the energies 
involved or expressed as a value averaged over the spectrum. 

2.2 Detection concepts in digital X-ray imaging 
According to the detection method, digital detectors can be divided into di-
rect and indirect detectors. In indirect detectors the incoming X-ray quanta 
undergo intermediate conversions to secondary quanta before an electrical 
signal is obtained and further processed. This is the case in systems using 
scintillating layers to convert the X-ray photons to optical photons as some 
CCD systems and FPIs, where two steps are involved (X-ray – visible light – 
electric charge). In every step there is a risk of reduced sensitivity, added 
noise and smearing of the signal. 

In the direct detection method, the electrical signal arises directly during 
the interaction of X-ray photons with the sensing media as for example in 
FPI. The direct sensing method implies that the image suffers less degrada-
tion, which implies a lower dose. 

Every digital area detector is divided into pixels. The pixel size is a com-
promise between the spatial resolution and the amount of integrated logic. 
Many applications need high resolution and therefore very small pixels, e.g. 
mammography, which demands pixels down to 50 µm. Other applications 
are much less strict and a quarter of a millimeter is enough. For smaller pix-
els, detectors with the same area require larger number of pixels, which 
makes the readout slower. Also a small pixel size demands higher intensity 
in order to collect a large enough amount of photons, giving a higher radia-
tion dose. The size of the array depends on the application, and the size of 
the pixels is a compromise between the dose limits, desired resolution and 
the complexity of the electronics. 

It is possible to use either an area detector or a scanning-slot detector to 
image an object. The latter involves acquiring several "lines" of information 
as the detector is swept over the anatomy of interest. Both area and scanning 
detection approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Although scanning 
can potentially yield relatively high resolution, it requires very precise syn-
chronization of electronics and mechanics in order to avoid registration of 
artifacts and blurring. It may also result in a slow acquisition speed. The area 
detector needs a grid to reduce the influence of scattered photons that would 
otherwise blur the image. The scanning detector takes more time to acquire 
the image and hence is not suited for dynamic imaging. In dynamic imaging 
the detector must image the area of interest in a very short time, typically in 
the order of milliseconds or faster. The detector covers in this case the whole 
field of view and the whole area is exposed at the same time. 
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Another classification can be made according to the way of handling the 
signals. There are integrating and photon-counting detectors. In the integrat-
ing type of detectors, the total charge generated from the energy depositions 
is stored together with all noise present until the readout stage. This is the 
case for CCD’s and FPI’s. In the photon-counting detectors, signals gener-
ated by energy depositions are compared with a threshold. If the energy is 
larger than the threshold, a count is registered and no information about the 
energy of the photon is preserved. The main advantages of photon counting 
over energy-integrating detectors are basically suppression of noise, making 
low rate imaging possible (even up to acquisition times of several hours) and 
lower contribution from scattered events in the sensor. 

2.3 Hybrid semiconductor detectors 
The hybrid pixel assembly consists of a sensor usually of crystalline semi-
conductor material and a readout chip being connected together by flip-chip 
bonding3. The reversed-bias semiconductor sensor converts interacting pho-
tons into electrical charge, and the readout chip processes the information 
before transmitting it to the computer.  Both  parts are pixilated and one sen- 

Figure 2.2. Representation of the cross section of a pixel of a hybrid detector. A 
semiconductor sensor, in this example Silicon, is bonded to a readout chip pixel. 

3 Direct electrical connection of face-down electronic components onto substrates, circuit 
boards, etc, by means of conductive bumps on the chip bond pads. 
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sor pixel is connected to one readout chip pixel. A single pixel cross section 
of a hybrid pixel detector is shown in Figure 2.2 

The semiconductor conversion efficiency, that is, the energy absorbed 
from X-ray quanta interactions necessary to release an electron hole-pair 
(EHP), is related to the intrinsic band structure of the semiconductor from 
which the sensor is made. The energy gap between the valence band and the 
conduction band governs the scale of energy necessary to release an EHP, 
i.e. to promote an electron from the valence band to the conduction band that 
leaves a free hole in the valence band. 

The sensor is a P-N junction diode; see Figure 2.2. In the example of 
Figure 2.2, a highly doped P-type (P+) impurity is brought in contact with an 
N-type bulk silicon wafer by implantation or diffusion. Due to the concentra-
tion gradient, the diffusion of electrons from the N-type region to the P-type 
region and the diffusion of holes from the P-type region to the N-type region 
develop a built-in voltage across the junction. The inter-diffusion of elec-
trons and holes between the N and P regions across the junction results in a 
region with no free carriers, known as the depletion region. 

The built-in voltage across the depletion region results in an electric field 
with its maximum at the junction and no field outside the depletion region. 
Any applied reverse bias adds to the built-in voltage and results in a wider 
depletion region. Usually the bias to be applied is selected in order to extend 
the depletion region over the sensor thickness (full depletion). The electron-
hole pairs generated by an X-ray photon depositing energy in the depletion 
region, are swept towards the electrodes. The current generated is propor-
tional to the energy deposited by the X-ray photons in the active volume. 

Regarding the sensor material, it has to be chosen such that it produces 
the highest possible signal for each particle to be detected and that the signal 
is uniform over the detection area. Besides, the determined position should 
correspond to the real impact point of the impinging particle. This is best 
achieved by direct conversion. High atomic number and high resistivity 
semiconductor materials are very good candidates as they combine the ad-
vantages of high stopping power, large signal and excellent spatial resolu-
tion.

Silicon (Si) is the best known and most frequently used sensor material 
with good homogeneity, but due to its low atomic number its attenuation 
properties for typical X-ray spectra are far from optimum. 

A lot of effort has therefore been put into the development of new com-
pound semiconductor sensors like Gallium arsenide, GaAs [5] - [7], Cad-
mium telluride, CdTe and Cadmium zinc telluride CZT (Cd1-xZnxTe) [8], [9], 
or more exotic compounds like Thallium bromide, TlBr2 [10], Indium phos-
phide, InP [11], or Lead iodide, PbI2 [12]. These materials are superior in 
terms of photon attenuation but there are still many problems to be solved 
concerning impurity concentration, charge trapping, polarization, contact 
quality, and unstable leakage current over the sensor area. 
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The trend for sensors is towards producing purer semiconductors and thinner 
sensors that are to be over-depleted with the purpose of reducing the drift 
time of the EHP leading to decreased probability of trapping. In general, 
progress on the sensor side is going slower than on the electronics side. 

For the readout chip the well-known Si CMOS technology is preferred. 
The pixel size and the functionalities to be implemented define the available 
space for the readout electronics. At present work on counting photons irre-
spective of their energy (photon counting) is also being developed in detec-
tors under design elsewhere in other research projects [13] -[16]. 

2.4 Quantum imaging with hybrid semiconductor 
detectors

The fast advance of microelectronics makes it possible to add multiple func-
tions to the readout electronics. Introducing multiple measurements on every 
single photon for each pixel is what has been called “quantum” imaging 
[17]. 

Quantum imaging needs clean discrimination between signal and noise 
that is only achieved with the increasing availability of low noise, pulse-
processing front-end electronics connected to sensor cells of low capaci-
tance. Photon counting is in fact the simplest example of quantum imaging, 
where each signal passing the threshold is recorded. 

For example if also the signal height, proportional to the energy depos-
ited, could be stored in a corresponding ADC channel, this would open the 
possibility to give a weight factor (offline) to the content of each ADC chan-
nel. The ideal weight factor to achieve maximum efficiency is proportional 
to E-3 (E, being the incident photon energy) [18]. The E-3 law basically states 
that low energy photons exiting the body carry more information relative to 
high-energy photons. Film, CCDs and FPIs are integrating devices and thus 
result in a weight factor proportional to the deposited energy, that is, already 
one order of magnitude worse than photon counting devices, which give to 
each signal equal weight of 1 independent of their energy deposition. Thus, 
energy weighting can be applied for image-contrast enhancement, which can 
lead to dose reduction. Also multiple thresholds can be implemented, open-
ing the perspective for imaging with spectral sources or “color” X-ray imag-
ing.

The new visions in multi-dimensional signal processing represents a big 
challenge for the designers of ASICs4 and, of course, require following the 
advances in microelectronics. The use of the screen-film systems diminishes 
in importance as CCDs and FPIs are already being commercialized. Hybrid 

4 Application specific integrated circuits 
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detectors with photon counting readout will soon be emerging outside the 
research community. However, hybrid detectors with quantum imaging 
functionality are still to be designed and investigated. 
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3 The hybrid pixel detector DIXI 

The current DIXI detector prototype consists of a readout chip called Angie 
[19], [20] that is connected to a Si sensor using flip-chip anisotropic conduc-
tive film as the interconnection method. 

The Angie chip was developed in co-operation between our group in the 
Radiation Science Department at Uppsala University and the Norwegian 
ASIC design house Ideas ASA (www.ideas.no). The Silicon sensor has been 
designed by our group and manufactured by VTT – Technical Research Cen-
tre of Finland (www.vtt.fi). The sensor design includes single unit sensors 
that cover one Angie chip and ladders that cover eight Angie chips. 

The interconnection between the two parts employing anisotropic conduc-
tive film has been developed at IVF– Industrial Research and Development 
Corporation in Mölndal, Sweden (www.ivf.se). 

The basic building block of the detector is approximately one square cen-
timeter in size and consists of 992 pixel cells arranged in 31 columns and 32 
rows. Each pixel has an area of 270 m x 270 m. By tiling row arrays of 
sensor chips and then assembling several readout chips to them, Figure 3.1, a 
detector with a larger area can be produced. 

Figure 3.1 Design of an area detector made of Angie units to be bonded to sensor 
ladders in a rows array. There are contacts for every pixel. 
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3.1 The sensor 
The hybrid design concept makes it possible to change the sensor depending 
on the requirements of the application. Si has been selected for the first pro-
totype of the DIXI detector but also GaAs and CdZnTe are to be studied as 
sensor materials for the DIXI detector. In the case of CdZnTe, due to the low 
holes mobility, it is preferred to collect electrons. The implications of col-
lecting electrons and still using the Angie readout chip (actually designed to 
be used with Si sensors) are commented later in this chapter. 

Si wafers containing DIXI sensor layouts have been fabricated in three 
thicknesses: 300, 500 and 1000 m. A picture of a 500 m thick Si wafer is 
shown in Figure 3.2. There are five different sensor layouts in the present 
wafers: the sensor chip corresponding to the 31 x 32 pixels readout chip 
Angie, a l sensor structure to be bonded to a ladder of 8 units of Angie, a 
small structure for spectroscopy studies of the Angie system, a dedicated 
layout for a new generation of detectors of the DXL Calscan machine for 
bone densitometry [22], to be launched by the Swedish company Demetech 
AB (www.demetech.se), and sensor layouts for testing. 

Figure 3.2 Si wafer 500 m thick, containing structures for tests and different sensor 
layouts to be used with the DIXI readout chip Angie. 1) the basic Angie structure, 2) 
the long version to be bonded with 8 Angie chips, 3) spectroscopy structures, 4) 
DXL Calscan structures, 5) test structures. 

1

2

3
4

5
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The Si sensor of the DIXI prototype is a P-N junction diode, of the type de-
scribed in section 2.3. The substrate (bulk) is an N-type Si of 10 k  resistiv-
ity. Implanting a P+-type impurity into the bulk forms the P-N junction. The 
P+ impurity is boron in a concentration of about 3 1013 cm-3. The implant 
goes 100 nm deep into the bulk. The implanted area defines the diode active 
area. To form an ohmic contact, another impurity is implanted into the back-
side of the wafer, in this case of N+-type. The N+ impurity is phosphor in a 
concentration of about 1 1014 cm-3, 100 nm deep. The contact pads of alumi-
num are sputtered on the P+ implants, and on the backside, completely cover-
ing the device. The sensor is passivated with a SiO2 layer. 

3.2 The electronic readout chip 
The Angie readout chip processes the charge coming from the sensor. Angie 
has been fabricated in a 0.8 m N-well CMOS process. The chip design 
specifications are listed in Table I. The operating principle is to count the 
number of photon hits in each pixel cell during a certain time interval. For 
this purpose each pixel cell contains an advanced electronic circuit that per-
forms amplification of the incoming charge pulse, pulse shaping, comparison 
with an external threshold and counting of the number of hits in either of two 
counters. Around the pixel there is a bias and logic network and readout 
buffers. A block diagram of the readout electronics in a pixel cell is shown in 
Figure 3.3. 

The incoming charge pulses are amplified in a charge sensitive preampli-
fier and shaped to a semi-Gaussian formed pulse in the shaper. The purpose 
is to provide amplification of the incoming charge pulse and to shape it to a 

Table 3.1 Design specifications of the Angie chip 
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Figure 3.3 Block diagram for the readout electronics of every pixel. 

pulse form suitable for the discriminator. Assuming that the noise from the 
sensor’s leakage current and capacitance is low, the preamplifier gives the 
main contribution to the noise in the pixel. The shaper is a CR-RC type of 
filter, which besides forming the pulse also acts as band-limiter thus reduc-
ing the noise. A high-pass filter is positioned after the shaper to further limit 
the bandwidth and decouple the discriminator from DC voltage shifts in the 
front-end (preamplifier + shaper) [19]. The front-end shaping time is 500 
nanoseconds.

The chip will count the number of charge pulses that have amplitude ex-
ceeding the external threshold during a set time interval. A single threshold 
is set for all the pixels of a chip. The discriminator (comparator) works in a 
time-over-threshold way, i.e., the output pulse width from the discriminator 
is determined by the time the input pulse is above the threshold, and charge 
is fed to a summing capacitor in proportion to this time. By tuning the shap-
ing of the front-end and adjusting the biasing of the counter it is possible to 
get the chip to either function as a noise-free energy integrator or as a pho-
ton-counting detector. The discriminator has a tangent-hyperbolic response 
instead of the ideal step response. 

The counters (analogue) are implemented as capacitors that are charged 
before the start of an image acquisition. The maximum voltage across a 
counter capacitor is 2.5 V. Only one counter can be used at a time, but it is 
possible to switch from one counter to the other in less than 1 microsecond. 
Whenever the discriminator registers a hit, a small amount of charge is 
drained from the capacitor. The counters have 12-bits dynamic range. After 
the image acquisition is completed, the voltage level across the capacitor of 
all counters is read out at a speed of 1 MHz [19], [20] and digitized by a 16-
bit ADC. It takes 1 millisecond to read out one chip with 992 pixels. 

The external threshold can be changed in less than 1 microsecond. This 
together with the two counters in each pixel makes it possible to acquire two 
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images very closely spaced in time, but under different conditions. The two 
images can be subtracted before being shown to the user to enhance specific 
information not seen in a single image [19], [20]. 

At the start of the project, the chip was designed to be used with Si sen-
sors and thus to collect holes. For GaAs, hole collection is also a valid 
choice, but for CdZnTe, the mobility of holes is very low and instead it is 
necessary to collect electrons. In the present design, the discriminator is only 
sensitive to positive pulses, which limits its operation to collecting holes. 
The front-end, however, is sensitive to pulses of both polarities and it is pos-
sible to generate a bipolar signal, which will exceed the discriminator 
threshold. It has been shown that is also possible to count electron signals 
but with penalty on the performance [20]. 

Until today, three generations of the readout chip have been designed and 
tested. The first generation, Angie 8x8, was developed to prove the function-
ing principle. Second was Angie 31x32 version 1, which did not perform as 
expected because of design failure in some components [20] and was redes-
igned into Angie 31x32 version 2. The version 2 was completed in 2001 and 
it has been successfully tested [20]. A picture of the Angie chip on a circuit 
board is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.4 The DIXI readout chip Angie on a printed circuit board. 
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3.3 Applications
The DIXI detector is developed for dynamic medical X-ray imaging. Dy-
namic X-ray imaging involves the study in real time of organs and bone 
tissue. It is extensively used in the diagnosis of arteries and heart-related 
diseases. In this context even heart-related therapeutic procedures, such as 
catheterization, take advantage of real-time imaging. Dynamic imaging to-
day is performed using a scintillator coupled to image intensifiers (XII5) and 
these suffer from veiling glare6 and image distortions. Also the patient re-
ceives a considerable radiation dose (~ 60 Gy cm2 for a 5 minutes procedure 
[21]). A detector that could perform the examination at a lower dose would 
obviously be very attractive. A semiconductor sensor coupled to a photon 
counting readout chip has this potential. 

One important medical application is bone density measurements. Osteo-
porosis is a largely under-diagnosed disease. The diagnostic method, dual X-
ray and laser (DXL), developed and commercialized in Sweden by De-
metech AB (www.demetech.se) [22], combines X-ray and laser measure-
ments to determine heel-bone mineral density, which largely characterizes 
the bone mineral condition. The Demetech device uses a linear energy-
integrating pixel detector array. The company aims at using a counting de-
tector and to replace the linear detective system with an area detector to get 
rid of the moving parts of the present design. This solution would shorten 
examination time and lower the dose. 

Another application in connection with astrophysics has been suggested 
recently. Bursts of X-rays arising from acceleration of electrons above thun-
derstorms could be detected by DIXI. It has been showed that the flux of 
emitted X-rays in the atmosphere of the planet Mars may be large enough to 
be detected by a detector on a spacecraft orbiting Earth [23]. X-rays and 
even gamma rays from this phenomenon have been detected in balloon 
flights [24], [25]. The DIXI detector may be able to record both an image of 
the phenomena and the spectrum of the hits stored in the image by using the 
signal from both electrodes of the sensor [26]. However, the energy of X-
rays generated by the solar wind is below 1 keV, which makes the Si sensor 
unsuitable. The sensor has to be replaced by a sensor with a gain stage. Such 
sensors are Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) or Micro Channel Plates (MCP) 
[26]. In this application  it is proposed to build a hybrid pixel detector by 
combining a sensor with gain stage to the Angie ASIC. An appropriate bias-
ing system meeting the requirements of a spacecraft needs to be built. 

5 X-ray image intensifier 
6 Scattering events such as X-ray scatter in the XII window, light scatter in the input scintilla-
tor, electron scattering in the electron optics, etc. 
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4 Evaluating the performance of an 
imaging detector 

A medical image is a representation of part of the human body that shows 
the structure and function of organs and tissues under investigation. The 
diversity of possible structures and functions relevant to diagnosis places a 
wide variety of requirements on an imaging system. 

The imaging process takes place in two phases: image data are first de-
tected and then the detected image is displayed. The quality of the data ac-
quired is crucial but it cannot always be assumed that the quality of the dis-
played image reflects the quality of the image data acquired. However, the 
complete decision process of an examination is, for the moment, beyond the 
scope of the evaluation of the DIXI X-ray imaging detector and the analysis 
is therefore limited to the quality assessment of the detected image. 

4.1 Analysis of the detector performance in the 
spatial frequency domain 

The input to an X-ray imaging system is always a distribution of X-ray 
quanta. The output may be approximated as an analogue image such as the 
optical density of a film, or a digital image consisting of an array of digital 
values stored in a computer. The term “image” can be used to represent ana-
logue, digital or quantum images [27]. While an analogue image is a spa-
tially varying function of a certain quantity, and a digital image is an array of 
numerical values, a quantum image is a spatial distribution of quanta. 

An imaging system can be characterized by describing the input-output 
relationships of parameters useful in the description of image signals and 
noise. One way of doing this is to express the transfer relationships in the 
spatial-frequency domain by making extensive use of the Fourier transform. 
The uniqueness of the Fourier transform means that any problem can be 
solved equivalently in either the spatial domain or the spatial frequency do-
main. When moving between the two domains, it should be borne in mind 
that large objects generate low spatial frequencies, while small objects gen-
erate high spatial frequencies.
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The 1-dimensional (1D) Fourier transform (FT) operation is defined as [28]: 

The use of the Fourier-based approach requires that two conditions be satis-
fied [27]. First the system should have a linear response to an input stimulus. 
Second the system should have a spatially shift-invariant response. The first 
condition means that the output must be proportional to the input and the 
second condition that any blurring mechanism must apply equally to all re-
gions of an image. Imaging systems displaying partial (or segmented) signal 
linearity as is the case for example in film-screen systems, or only local shift 
invariance, such as image intensifiers, can often be modeled using the linear-
systems approach under reasonable approximations [29], [30], [31]. 

4.2 Modulation transfer function, MTF 
Systematic image degradation due to inherent properties of the imaging sys-
tem affects the system spatial resolution. In the spatial frequency domain, the 
spatial resolution is characterized by the modulation transfer function, MTF 
[27]. The 2-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of the response of the sys-
tem to a point-like input, called the point spread function (psf), is the optical 
transfer function, OTF. The OTF is a complex function; the MTF is its am-
plitude (i.e. MTF = |OTF|) and the phase portion is the phase transfer func-
tion.

A 1D MTF is typically measured using a narrow slit or an edge that gen-
erates the linear spread function (lsf) or the edge spread function (esf), re-
spectively, for which the measurement procedures have been reported and 
are established and widely used [32], [33]. Summarizing,  

,                     (4.1) 

while

,

where

.

In spatially sampled systems such as digital imaging detectors, spatial fre-
quency dependent parameters may be affected by aliasing. The cutoff fre-
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quency (Nyquist limit) for a digital detector with pixels spaced a distance x0
is uc = 1/2x0 [27], [28]. Aliasing is what happens to frequencies beyond the 
cutoff after sampling. Sinusoids at frequencies beyond the cutoff take on 
exactly the same response as sinusoids at frequencies below the cutoff after 
the sampling; hence they masquerade as, or take the “alias” of, lower fre-
quencies.

It is important to understand, though, that aliasing is different from Fou-
rier replication in a sampled system. The FT of a pre-sampled signal is repli-
cated at spacing 1/x0. These replications are required to produce a sampled 
image comprised of a string of infinitely sharp delta functions. Aliasing only 
occurs when there are frequencies incident on the system that go beyond the 
cutoff frequency, in which case the FT replications overlap. 

The slit and edge methods give the so-called pre-sampling MTF [33]. It is 
necessary to consider that in the case of digital detectors (generally under-
sampled), the phase part of the OTF is most often non-zero. The result is that 
the spatial resolution depends on the position, a, of the point source. A solu-
tion is to consider the average of the MTF over all phases in the range 0 to 
x0, which is called the expectation modulation transfer function (EMTF) 
[33]: 

.          (4.2) 

As long as the signal contains spatial frequencies below uc (band limited), 
the pre-sampling MTF is exactly the same as EMTF. 

The finer the detail or the sharper the image the higher is the value of spa-
tial frequency for which the MTF gets zeroed.  

4.3 Noise power spectrum, NPS 
The fact that image noise is expressed in terms of NPS requires that the ran-
dom noise processes are stationary, which means that at least the expected 
value of the random process and its autocorrelation are stationary (wide 
sense stationary, WSS). Moreover, many random processes responsible for 
noise in medical imaging systems are ergodic or can be approximated as 
being ergodic [27]. Being ergodic means that the expected values can be 
determined equivalently from an ensemble average of the values of each 
pixel in a region of interest (ROI), or from the average of the value of a par-
ticular pixel of the ROI measured repeatedly. For digital imaging systems, 
the random noise process is also WSS but in a periodic way (wide sense 
cyclostationary, WSCS), determined by the pixel pitch x0.
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The noise power spectrum (NPS) is a spectral decomposition (in spatial fre-
quencies) of the image variance. The spatial correlation of noise can be char-
acterized by the NPS. The NPS is much more complete than the integrated 
(total) noise obtained via a simple measurement of the RMS pixel fluctua-
tions, because it gives information on the distribution of the noise in fre-
quency space. It provides an estimate of the spatial frequency dependence of 
the pixel-to-pixel fluctuations present in the image. 

The NPS is defined as the FT of the noise autocorrelation function, C(x), 
in 1D [30]: 

,

where p(x) is the value (pixel value for a digital image) of the 1D image at 
position x and p*(x) is its complex conjugate, L is the interval containing all 
possible positions and  is the displacement variable. Since p(x) is real, 
p(x)=p*(x). The FT of the autocorrelation function is what is called the indi-
rect method. It has been shown [30] that the indirect approach is equivalent 
to taking the square of the modulus of the FT of the data itself as  

where P(u) and p(x) are FT pairs. This approach is called the direct method. 
With the advent of the fast FT, fast computers and ready routines for FT 
computation, the direct method has largely replaced the indirect method. In 
fact, flat-field images are used today in order to directly compute the NPS 
for an imaging system. 

In a digital system, the spatial coordinate is sampled at regular intervals, 
x0 (x0, y0 for 2D analysis). The digital NPS is then [27]: 
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where pnx,ny are the mean-subtracted pixel values at the pixel nx, ny, that is 
pn = pn  E{pn}. DFT is the discrete FT operator and Nx and Ny are the total 

number of pixels involved for each direction. 
It is unfortunately not possible to measure a pre-sampling NPS, since a 

flat-field input to the system is going to contain all noise frequencies simul-
taneously, including those above uc. Therefore, the NPS available to us is 
always the aliased NPS. 
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4.4 Spatial frequency-dependent signal-to-noise 
ratio

The image noise in terms of the number of Poisson-distributed input photons 
per unit area, q , at each spatial frequency, u, is called Noise Equivalent 
Quanta (NEQ) and is obtained as [27]: 

.       (4.4) 

This expression only requires the overall system MTF and the output NPS 
normalized by the mean output signal squared, d 2. The NEQ concept ex-
presses the number of quanta per unit area that the image is worth at various 
spatial frequencies. It gives the number of incident X-ray quanta contributing 
to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the output image, being  

.                   (4.5) 

4.5 Detective quantum efficiency, DQE 
Using a similar approach as for the NEQ, the detective quantum efficiency 
(DQE) is a measure of the effective fraction (and fraction is the key word) of 
incident quanta contributing to SNRout. Normalizing the NEQ value with the 
input signal-to-noise ratio gives the efficiency with which the device uses the 
available quanta for all spatial frequencies. The DQE expresses then the 
degradation in information caused by the detector, relative to the incident 
information contained in the beam:  

,        (4.6) 

with [27] 

,

that is [27], [31]: 

,                  (4.7) 

with q  depending on the X-ray intensity (exposure) and the spectrum. 
A quantity for exposure is the air Kerma free in air, Ka, in Grays (Gy). 

Kerma – Kinetic Energy Released in Media– is defined as the quotient of 
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dEtr by dm, where dEtr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all charge 
ionizing particles liberated by uncharged ionizing particles in a volume ele-
ment dm [35]. In the conditions of null backscattering contributions and the 
media of the volume element being air, Kerma is a measure of exposure 
[35]. 

q  can be estimated from a measurement of Ka at the detector input ex-
cluding backscatter, with the expression: 

a
a K

Kq ,                     (4.8) 

where ( /Ka) is the mean X-ray fluence per unit Kerma for the particular 
spectrum used. Knowing the spectrum accurately is difficult in most situa-
tions, but it can be calculated theoretically, and ( /Ka) can be estimated as: 

dE)E(
KK

kVp

0 a
rel

a
 . 

The peak kilovolt (kVp) applied across the X-ray tube during the time dura-
tion of the exposure determines the maximum energy of the spectrum. rel is 
the normalized incident X-ray spectrum and ( /Ka)(E) is the fluence per unit 
exposure for a mono-energetic beam of energy E, which can be found in 
[36]. In absence of additive noise (ideal situation), the DQE, given for the 
particular spectrum shape, is independent of the exposure. 

Summarizing, image SNR (or NEQ) is a measure of image quality while 
DQE is the equivalent measure of the imaging system performance. 
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5 Determining the performance of the 
hybrid pixel detector DIXI 

To obtain the indicator of imaging system performance, DQE, simulations of 
the detector were performed and also the linear-systems transfer theory was 
applied. Obviously, the determination of the DQE for a DIXI prototype must 
rely on measurements, to which the results from simulations and theorical 
modeling obtained for corresponding conditions can be compared. The 
power of the modeling is that either the simulation or the theoretical paths 
represent the possibility for testing new features to include or modify in the 
detector and optimizing the DIXI detector design according to the medical 
application.

Now the question: why both simulations and theoretical modeling? In the 
simulations, we try to mimic what happens in the detection process. A simu-
lation offers results that are specific for DIXI and its conditions, with a series 
of parameters that can be modified such as input spectrum, sensor thickness, 
material, pixel size, and readout chip conditions. With the simulation tool we 
can investigate the impact on the DQE of, for example, decreasing the noise 
or the variations in the threshold setting (not yet implemented). Also a spe-
cific imaging task could be investigated by introducing a phantom. 

The theoretical model addresses hybrid pixel detectors in general, given 
that certain parameters, such as the readout chip response, are known. As 
any theoretical model it relies on a set of assumptions that, although being 
reasonable, not always hold exactly with reality. The theoretical model of-
fers general results that are approximations, predictions. It cannot be used to 
investigate a specific imaging task since one of the assumptions is, for ex-
ample, input of spatially uncorrelated quanta. 

The total execution time for obtaining simulated images of a DIXI array 
of 256 x 256 pixels for a moderate exposure of 0.1 Gy is around 6 hours, 
taking advantage of parallel computing. The theoretical modeling provides 
an analytical shortcut. While the simulation is a tool for investigating new 
features of the DIXI detector, the theoretical modeling is a forecasting tool 
for X-ray imaging hybrid detectors. 
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5.1 Simulations 
The two milestones in the simulation work were the generation of signal data 
corresponding to the discrete spatial distribution of charge (sensor part) and 
the processing of these data by means of simulating the response of the read-
out chip Angie (readout part). Image data were obtained from consecutively 
executing the two parts. For obtaining the imaging performance parameters, 
Equations (4.1) to (4.8) were applied. The whole procedure is contained in 
detail in the Papers I and IV. 

The generation of signal data requires the simulation of the passage of X-
rays through matter and charge transport modeling, including carrier genera-
tion, drift - diffusion process and pixilated collection. 

The program SPEK generated the X-ray beam energy composition [37]. 
This program generated tungsten spectra based on the standard method [38] 
in the range 30 to 150 kVp, total filtration typically in between 0 - 4 mm Al 
and/or Cu, focal target angle (6 - 22 degrees). The Monte Carlo based pro-
gram GEANT [39] was used to generate the signal data: for the MTF, from a 
pencil beam and for the NPS, from flat-field inputs covering the detector 
region of interest (ROI). Repeated inputs under the same conditions were 
necessary for the NPS calculation in order to provide the necessary statistics. 

Parallel computing was available for the generation of signal data through 
the new GRID technology [40]. The GRID is a technology to share and ac-
cess computing resources. These are connected together through a layer of 
software called middleware, which uses standard, open, general-purpose 
protocols and interfaces. This middleware forms the glue binding the re-
sources into a virtual system, which permits fast computing and large data 
storage. We had access to 4 clusters of NorduGrid7 with about 200 CPUs and 
4 Tb of disk storage capacity in total. 

The readout chip response simulation was implemented in the LabView 
programming environment. This simulation has been possible thanks to the 
experimental knowledge of the functioning of the chip that has been gath-
ered since the first version of Angie. The readout simulation has as input the 
collected charge at the pixels of the ROI for every interacting X-ray photon. 

The charge is processed by the readout chip, which is described by a 
transfer function that relates the input to the output and to the noise sources. 
Transfer functions have been experimentally measured using the charge 
injection method, which is described in Paper III. The threshold setting is the 
parameter with the most significant influence on the readout transfer func-
tion; although other biases such as the counter bias influences the curve 
form, step size and dynamic range [41]. In the simulations, for a certain 
threshold, the same transfer function has been used for all pixels in the ma-

7 Grid Research and Development collaboration aiming at development, maintenance and 
support of the free Grid middleware in the Nordic countries. 
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trix, thus threshold dispersions that have been experimentally observed are 
not included. 

The noise sources considered are the noise input to the chip in units of 
equivalent noise charge (ENC), that is, RMS e– and the electronic readout 
noise. Both were assumed spatially uncorrelated, which means that they 
affect all interesting spatial frequencies in the same way. The noise is always 
present and it may thus give rise to a response at the output also in the ab-
sence of a true exposure, that is, for zero signal data. 

The counter response distribution to input noise (noise hit distribution) is 
found by convoluting the transfer function of the readout chip with the noise 
amplitude distribution (see Paper IV), for each threshold setting and different 
exposure times. For charge deposited in the pixel, a Gaussian noise with the 
number of RMS e– given by the input noise is added and the chip response is 
obtained by using a look-up table for the given threshold setting. The re-
sponses to all charge depositions in a pixel are added together. Thereafter, 
the contribution from noise hits (exposure-time dependent) is added by ran-
domly picking a value from the simulated noise hit distribution. 

The noise associated with the process of reading out from the chip 
through buffers and digitization in a 16-bit ADC is what is considered the 
electronic readout noise. This is added to each pixel value to make up the 
final simulated image. 

The value used for the input noise, 200 RMS e–, is an estimation of the 
input noise of the DIXI detector. The value for the readout noise comes from 
measurements. It has been found to be 9 ADU, which corresponds to half a 
hit.

The simulation tool permits the input of different X-ray spectra as well as 
beam and detector geometries. Also the pixel size and shape, biasing and 
noise conditions of the readout chip can be easily changed. The 2D distribu-
tion of X-ray quanta input to the detector can be modified in GEANT by 
introducing objects in the field (imaging tasks), with the purpose of obtain-
ing task-dependent system performance figures. 

5.2 Theoretical modeling 
The attempt to generalize the modeling process to a generic way of predict-
ing imaging performance for hybrid pixel detectors lead us to a theoretical 
model. It is worth to recall, though, that a theoretical model might have been 
very difficult to address without insight gained during the simulation work. 
The complete description of the theory is presented in Papers II and V, 
where the evaluation of the theoretical model for the hybrid detector DIXI is 
presented and compared to simulation results. 

Linear systems theory applied to image quality assessment, for which the 
imaging system is represented by the consecutive stages involving the dif-
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ferent detection physical processes has emerged recently [27], [29], [31]. 
These stages (each of them linear and shift-invariant, or with a possibility to 
be approximated to this behavior) can be cascaded in appropriate serial com-
binations where the output of one stage is the input to the next stage. The 
order of the stages does not commute in general, so special care must be 
taken to represent the physical imaging system.  

The elementary processes considered in cascaded systems [27], [31] –
stochastic or deterministic quantum amplification, stochastic or deterministic 
blurring and noise addition– are used to describe the detection processes. For 
each stage, i, the signal is described by the distribution of image quanta (or 
charge carriers), qi(x,y), and the NPS is described by the noise power in the 
spatial frequency domain, Si(u,v), where (x,y) and (u,v) are orthogonal spa-
tial and spatial-frequency coordinates, respectively. The transfer relation-
ships can predict the system’s overall DQE. 

Linear systems theory applied to image quality assessment has only been 
applied to energy integrating detectors. The novelties of the theory described 
in this thesis are the modeling of: 1) the readout response and its lineariza-
tion and 2) the analysis of the thresholding role in minimizing charge shar-
ing. Charge sharing is caused by charge that is produced close to pixel 
boundaries, and thus may split into several pixel cells. The charge diffusion 
combined with small pixel size can make charge sharing a factor limiting the 
spatial resolution for otherwise considered high-resolution detectors. De-
pending on the configuration of the readout chip, events where charge is 
produced in several pixels, can either be missed or double counted. 

Hybrid pixel detectors basically follow the same stages. It may be argued 
that generality is lost in the stage involving the response of the readout chip 
because we use the DIXI readout chip response function. However, we claim 
that in any case the readout response function must always be well known, 
and then the model can be adapted accordingly. 

Therefore the theoretical model should be regarded as a prediction tool 
for hybrid pixel detectors where a single analytical expression may be evalu-
ated to obtain the main indicator of the performance of an imaging system: 
the DQE. The evaluation may be accomplished for different conditions in-
cluding different spatially uncorrelated X-ray quanta inputs, and physical 
detector properties such as sensor material, pixel size, readout electronics 
characteristics and operational conditions. 
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6 Summary of papers 

Paper I 
The paper contains the modeling of the sensor part of the detector. The 
transport of X-ray photons is studied with the Monte Carlo (MC) package 
GEANT for mono-energetic and poly-energetic X-ray sources. The charge 
transport problem is approached analytically using the formulation for the 
reversed-bias p-i-n diode and the calculation was implemented in the MC 
program. The MC simulations give the sensor response in terms of the 
charge carrier spatial distribution at the collecting surface of the sensor. The 
modulation transfer function (MTF) is provided for the sensor material op-
tions Si, GaAs and CdTe. Furthermore, the effect of changing the collecting 
area (pixel size) on the system’s MTF is analyzed. This author performed all 
GEANT calculations and the writing of the paper. 

Paper II 
The paper deals with the modeling of the readout and provides the first de-
scription of the detector as a linear system. The characterization of the read-
out chip is based on the electronic discrimination feature and the readout 
chip transfer function comes from simulations that were done by using the 
circuit simulator PSpice8. Input noise to the readout was implemented in the 
MC program and noise sources from the readout itself were neglected. All 
other calculations for the detector response realization, noise power spec-
trum (NPS) and detective quantum efficiency (DQE) were implemented in 
MATLAB9. The DQE for a Si detector with two different readout transfer 
functions was computed. Also extreme cases such as a photon integrating 
DIXI readout and a perfect photon counting were evaluated. I was responsi-
ble for the theoretical modeling, MC calculations, the MATLAB calculations 
for the detector response realization as well as writing the paper. The PSpice 
simulations for obtaining the readout chip transfer function were performed 
by Fredrik Edling.  

8 PSpice 9.2, Circuit simulator, Cadence Design Systems, Inc., USA 
9 MATLAB 6.5, Trademark of Mathwork (www.mathwork.com)  
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Paper III 
The paper describes the characterization of the Angie readout chip that was 
done by charge injection in the absence of a sensor. The possibility of chang-
ing the transfer characteristics of the chip according to the biasing conditions 
is demonstrated. This paper provided the method for obtaining Angie trans-
fer functions for different biasing conditions, especially when changing the 
threshold setting. Also the dispersion of the threshold was measured for a 
full Angie matrix (31 x 32 pixels). This work complies part of the testing of 
the readout chip Angie version 2 that has been done by Fredrik Edling, Nils 
Bingefors and Richard Brenner. I participated in the writing and discussions 
of this paper. 

Paper IV 
The DIXI simulation tool is described and the results from its application for 
a typical X-ray spectrum are shown. The spatial distribution of charge in the 
sensor part was generated first with GEANT and then, the corresponding 
response of the readout chip Angie (readout part) was simulated with the aid 
of LabView10. For this second part of the simulation, experimental data on 
the chip transfer function were used. The paper shows how the influence of 
the threshold setting, noise sources, level of exposure and charge sharing 
affect the detector DQE. This author performed the sensor part simulations 
involving GRID use as well as the writing of the paper. Fredrik Edling per-
formed the LabView programing. 

Paper V 
In this paper a way of applying the cascaded linear system transfer theory to 
X-ray hybrid pixel detectors is proposed. The non-linear readout transfer 
function, characteristic for hybrid photon counting detectors, is linearized in 
segments and a de-blurring stage is proposed to realize the thresholding role 
in minimizing charge sharing. The paper provides a tool where a single ana-
lytical expression may be evaluated to predict the DQE and thus the imaging 
performance of hybrid pixel detectors. I was responsible for the main ideas 
of this paper, developing the transfer theory equations, doing the calculations 
and the writing of the paper. 

10 LabView, Graphical development environment, National Instruments Corp. (www.ni.com)  
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7 Conclusions and outlook 

The goal of the DIXI project has been to develop a digital X-ray imaging 
detector with photon counting ability in a modular hybrid design. A fast 
response at readout and the possibility to apply thresholds on the X-ray en-
ergies being counted makes such a detector interesting for several different 
applications like dynamic imaging and bone densitometry. To be able to test 
and adapt such a detector for different tasks and to prove its advantages de-
tailed simulations are of great importance. 

During the course of the DIXI project different technical difficulties re-
lated to the readout chip design and bonding of electronics and detector have 
delayed the production of a complete detector prototype. Major progress has 
recently been made and a working and tested version of the readout chip and 
characterized sensors are available waiting to be bonded. Thus a working 
DIXI detector seems, for the first time, close. However, the comparison of 
the model against experimental results of a ready assembled DIXI detector 
remains to be done. 

This thesis describes the development of a simulation tool for the DIXI 
detector with the aim of testing new features of the detector and for optimiz-
ing its design according to the particular medical application. To further 
increase the understanding of the importance of various effects in the image 
detection chain a theoretical model has also been derived. With this model it 
is also possible to more rapidly evaluate different parameters and to compare 
with other detector systems. 

The high-resolution feature of semiconductor sensors was verified. With 
the present pixel size of 270 m, the spatial-resolution degradation caused 
by the diffusion process is negligible. It is the size of the pixel that limits the 
system resolution. Anyway, with this moderate pixel size, the system is good 
enough to image structures down to half a millimeter without aliasing. The 
sensor quantum efficiency was verified to be the upper limit of the zero-
frequency DQE. The spatial-frequency dependent DQE has a shape mainly 
given by the aperture MTF (the sinc-function). 

The modeling of the readout chip response relies on the knowledge of 
tuning exclusively the threshold setting. A multi-parametric evaluation of the 
simulated response rather than the mono-parametric approach used here 
would provide better results for the detector response and the possibility of 
controlling the working conditions for the DIXI readout chip through the 
simulations. An additional parameter could be the bias current for the coun-
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ter, since it has been verified that the single-photon counting performance of 
the chip can be tuned by adjusting this parameter [19]. 

A detection system is called quantum limited when the quality of the ac-
quired image is primarily defined by the statistics of the incoming quantum 
fluence. Quantum limited operation is reached at the minimum exposure 
where the DQE is at its maximum. 

The sufficient exposure limit, that is the value of exposure for which the 
DQE reaches its maximum, was found to be 0.08 Gy, for a typical X-ray 
spectrum. Different input spectra represent different diagnostic medical ap-
plications. With the sufficient exposure limit it is possible to have the DQE 
values for a certain input spectrum related to the exposure. The optimum 
combination of DIXI features (sensor material and thickness, depletion volt-
age, discrimination level and any other interesting readout parameter) can 
then be established for a particular input spectrum. 

Nevertheless, the key to better DQE values is a higher sensor efficiency 
for detecting photons in the relevant energy interval. That’s why the use of 
other sensor semiconductor materials, such as GaAs and CdZnTe, should be 
investigated. Problems to be studied are: a) the very high voltage needed for 
depletion which can make accounting for electric-field dependent carrier 
mobilities necessary; b) trapping and recombination corrections should be 
implemented to reduce the signal accordingly; and c) in the case of CdZnTe, 
electrons instead of holes are collected and the inclusion of the problem of 
re-absorption of characteristic X-rays are required (CdZnTe present K-edge 
photon emission at around 28 keV). 

Patient dose reduction issues can also be explicitly documented by means 
of Monte Carlo simulations. The subject of human phantom implementation 
into Monte Carlo codes for photon transport is reviewed in [42], [43]. With 
identified optimum DIXI configurations, sufficient exposure limits can be 
used to trace back the dose level required to expose a standard patient in a 
particular medical application.  
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